Members who support CPEX are the champions who share our vision for a resilient Louisiana — they help advocate for the smart planning our communities need to be ready for the challenges our future holds.
Our climate is changing. The impacts are affecting not only the coast, but the entire state. From comprehensive plans to adaptation strategies for coastal communities, CPEX offers evidence-based tools and model standards for planning sustainable communities, as well as hands-on training in areas like coastal restoration, transportation, economic development, and housing.

CPEX supported the development of plans in the Town of Jena and West Feliciana, St. Charles, Vernon, and Lafitte Parishes.

2007-2010 CPEX created the state’s first resiliency plans in the Town of Jean Lafitte and Lafourche Parish.

2011 CPEX completed the Gonzales Comprehensive Plan and rezoning plan for the City of Gonzales.

After the 2016 floods, CPEX conducted Resilience Workshops in Lafayette and Baton Rouge to help local officials conceptualize resilient infrastructure development.

CPEX published View from the Coast to highlight needs and priorities of coastal communities and provide policy recommendations for state and federal hazard mitigation and resilience programs.

CPEX’s partnership with the Louisiana Recovery Authority produced Louisiana Speaks, a regional plan reflecting resident preferences for storm protection, coastal restoration, transportation, economic development, and housing.

CPEX partnered with CTRI to launch the Coastal Louisiana Land Use Toolkit, providing strategies and model standards for sustainable development and flood risk reduction in vulnerable coastal areas.

CPEX published Risings Above: a suite of six reports to address climate change and land loss.

The Governor’s cabinet for two days to strengthen Louisiana’s ability to govern collaboratively on coastal crises challenges.

CPEX and LED released the Louisiana Land Use Toolkit, providing model standards for planning sustainable communities, as well as hands-on tutorials with LA Realtors throughout the state on how to use it.

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita made clear that planning needs were urgent in all of south Louisiana. CPEX formed to fill this gap, helping more than 40 Louisiana communities develop a shared vision for their future and plans for sustainable growth that have resulted in transformative changes in neighborhoods, towns, cities, and parishes throughout the state.

CPEX developed a neighborhood Road Diet and cyclists.
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